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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
18,1 (1977) 
TERNARY RINGS ASSOCIATED TO TRANSLATION PLANE 
Josef KJ..OUDA, Praha 
Abstract: It is well known that an affine plane is a 
translation plane if and only if there exists a quasifield 
coordinatizing it. Simple condition for planary ternary ring 
with zero coordinatizing a translation plane is deduced by 
Klucky* and Markova* in [41. We shall define a J-ternary ring 
or JTR to be a PTR that 3 0€S such that 
T(a,0.c)= T(a,b,c> implies T(a,0,y) * T(a,b,y) V yeS 
T(0,a,c>=- T(b,a,c) implies T(0,a,y) = T(b,a,y) yy€S. 
In [5] Martin defines an intermediate ternary ring (ITR). 
Strucurally, the JTR lie between the PTR and ITR. The purpo-
se of this note is to deduce a necessary and sufficient con-
dition that a given JTR coordinatizes a translation plane. 
This generalizes the main results of f-U and £53 . 
Key words: Planar ternary ring, translation plane, in-
termediate ternary ring, generalized Cartesian group. 
AMS: 20N10 Ref. 2.: 2.722.9 
A coordinatizatlon of a projective plane: We shall give 
a coordinatization to a projective plane of order n. Let S 
be any set of cardinality n. Let oo be any element which is 
not in S and let 0€S. We pick one point L and one line Z 
joining through L in the plane. For any Met denote by M the 
set of all lines containing M. Let m*~*(m) be a bijection of 
Suico] onto Z such that lcol~Z. Let x H* C x] be a bijection of 
S\;{oo. onto L such that tcOl*Z . Let y H-* ( 0,y) be a biject-
ion of S onto [01\-!LK We denote by AuB ( anb) the line join-
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ing two distinct points A,B (the common point of two dist-
inct lines). Let t*.., oC2
: S—*> S be two mappings. Then to e-
very point P ofiJL we assign coordinates (x,y) if and only if 
P m txl n ((*&, (x)) u (0,y)) . We shall now dualize the above 
construction in the following sense. Let c .—*[0,cl be a bi-
jection of S onto ( 0 ) \ - L X . i . Then to every line p offL we 
assign coordinates [m,cl if and only if p » (m) u (I oc»2(m)l n 
n[o,c3) . 
Planar ternary rings: 
Definition 1: Let S be a set containing two different 
elements at least and let ternary operation T be given on it. 
An ordered pair (S,T) will be called a planar ternary ring 
or PTR if it holds: 
(1) Va,b,ceS 3 lx€S T(a,b,x) « c 
(2) Va,b,c,deS;xeS T ( x,a,b) « T(x,c,d) 
(3) Va,b,c,d€S? a . fcc3 (x,y )eS 2 T(a,x,y) » b, T(c,x,y)*d 
An intermediate ternary ring on I.TR ( see [51,p.1187) 
is a PTR (S,T) such that (1^ and (l2) holds. 
(1^) T(m,a,y) » T(m,b,y) » c, a*b implies T(m,x,y)»c 
Vx€S 
(I2) T(a,x,y) m T(b,x,y) = c, a*b implies T(m,x,y)*» c 
V»€S 
A J-ternary ring or JTR is a PTR (S,T) such that there 
exists OcS where 
(j^) T(m,0,a) m T(m,x,a) implies Tfm,0,y ) «r T(m,x,y) 
Vy€S 
( j ^ T(0,x,a) «• T(m,x,a') implies T(0,x,y) -* T(m,x,y) 
Vyes 
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Let (S,T) be a PTR. Then (S,T) defines a projective pla-
ne ur(S,T) as follows. 
Points: (x,y), (m), (co) ; m,x,yeS, co not in S 
Lines: Cm,c l: .= 4(x,y)| x,y€S, T(m,x,y)s.cf 
Cxl:» *(x,y) | y€S* 
CoOl:=- i(ot>) J uftm) I mcsf 
In r21,C3Kp. 114-115),C5](p. 1186) there was shown that 
?r(S,T) is a projective plane. Thus a solution in (3) is uni-
que. 
Proposition 1; Let 3f be a projective plane. Then there 
exists a JTR ( S,T) such that *r (S,T) is isomorphic to 3T . 
Proof: Let the projective plane 3r be coordinatized as 
above by elements from a set S. Define a ternary operation by 
T(m,x,y) * c if and only if (x,y) is on Cm,c3 . Then it is ob-
vious that the (S,T) is a JTR. One has only to check (1),(2), 
(3) , tJj) ,(J2) in turn. 
Remark: Let (S,T) be a JTR. Then there are mappings <,, 
«C2: S — * S such that Vx,y€S T(«c1(x) ,0,y ) =• T (©^(x) ,x,y ) 
V m,y€S T(0,cC2(m),y).-.T(m,ot^(m),y) 
and such that £or every point (x,y) and every lineCm,c.l in 
*r(s,T) is (x,y) « C x J n((cc1(x)) u (0,y)) 
Cm,c3 » (m JU((«C, (m)) n ITo,c3) 
Proposition 2: Let (S,T) be an ITR. Then (S.T) is a 
JTR. 
Proof: The proposition is a direct consequence of Theo-
rem 6 in [5], p. 1188. 
Vertically transitive planes: (S,t) is said to be the 
dual ternary system of PTR CS,T) if c » T(m,x,t(x,m,c)) 
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V**,c,xeS or equivalently y = t(x,m,T(m,x,y)) 
Vm,x,yeS. 
Proposition 3: The dual of a JTR is a JTR. 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. 
In the following we shall denote by j the solution of 
the equation t(x,0,0) •» t(x,a,a) for each aeS\-CO$ and by 
*> 
j the solution of the equation T(x,0,0) * T(x,a,a) for 
i 2 
each aeS\-tO$; additionally we define j =• j =• 0. Thus for 
each aeS is t(j*,0,0 ) a* t(j*,a,a) and T(jLo,0) « T(j2,a,a). 
a a a a 
Now let us introduce in S two binary operations +.,+« by 
virtue of 
a +x b: m T(a,j*,t(j*,0,b}) 
a +2 b: m t(a,j^,T(j^,0,b )) Va,b£S 
Remark: It can be easily verified that 
(4) C +. a « a +1 0 « O +2 a -= a +2 O *•» a V aeS 
(5) Va,beS Sixes a +1 x •= b 
Va,beS 3 lyes a +2 y » b 
Definition 2: Let (S,T) be a PTR. The projective plane 
jr(S,T) is said to be a vertically transitive plane (by lAl , 
p. 620) if for each x,y,zeS there exists a translation f of 
the affine plane (S ,«-.Cm,c3 I m,ceS}u«ttx] I xeS}) such that 
( x , y ) * . (x,z). 
Let (S,T) be a JTR and (S,t) its dual. By (1) 
<*>^i y 1—^ T(0,0,y) , *J>2: c *-* t(0,0,c) are bijective map-
pings and 5>i?2 * ^2^1 ** id* 
Proposition 4: Let CS,T) be a JTR. Then the projective 
plane uf (S,T) is a vertically transitive plane if and only if 
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(6) Vm,c,x,y£S (T m,x,y +2 c ) .=• T(m,x,y) +x ( O* +2 c) 
Proof. I. Suppose first that (S,T) (6) holds. We 
shall see that Cs,+2) is a loop. By (4),(5) it is suffici-
ent to show that Vu,c€S 3!v€S v +2 c * u. 
Let a +2 c * b +2«c and let m,xeS such that x4-0, 
T(m,0,a) « T(m,x,b). Then 
T(m,0,a +2 c)-=r T(m,0,a) +1 (0 +2 c) » 
» T(m,x,b) +1 (0
Pa+2 c) * = T(m,x,b +2 c) and by (Jj) 
T(m,0,a) «s T(m,x,a) » T(m,x, b)hence a •*• b. Now let ueS. 
Choose m,x,ycS such that x#0 
T(m,0,u)» T(m,x,y +2 c) and denote 
(o,v) : » [m,T(m,x,y)3 n Co3. Then there is T(m,0,v) a 
«T(m,x,y), T(m,0,u) =T(m,x,y +2 c) =• T(m,x,y) +1 (O +2 c) « 
« T(m,0,v ) +, ( 0 + 2 c ) =r T(m,0, v +2 c) from here v +2 c •=-
2 2 
Thus, the map fc: S — * S defined by 
(x,y) :«c(x,y +2 c) is a translation. Since (0,0)
 c » 
» (0,c), the Jr(S,T) is a vertically transitive plane. 
II, Let tjr(S,T) be a vertically transitive plane. Then 
for each aes there is a translation f^ mapping (0,0) into 
x f 
(0,a). Then (y,y) ̂ « (y#y +2 a) for each yeS hence (0,y) ̂ ar 
« (0.>y +2 a) for each y6S and (x,y) * m ( x,y +2 a) for 
each x,y€S. It is obvious that [0,03 *» [0,(Op2+2 a)
1J 
this implies [m,c 3 * -» Cm,c +1 ( 0
 2 +2 a)
 1 3 . Hence, 
•w 
(x,y) € £m,T(m,x,y)3 for each m,x,y€S from here (x,y) ** e 
*tf BL ft 
6 [m,T(m,x,y )3 * then (x,y +2 a )c [m,T(m,x,y ) +1 (O
z+ 2a)y 
consequently T(m,x,y +? a) as T(m,x,y) +, (0 +2 a ) 
for each m,x,y,acS. 
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Corollary 4.1: Let (S,T) be a JTR and let 3t (5,T) be 
a vertically transitive plane. Then (S, +-,. ) t (S,+i) are 
groups and ( S, +̂  ) is isomorphic to ( S , +^ ) . 
Proof: Consider translations tj> : (0,0) H-> ( 0,a), 
6 : (0,0) h-> (0,b), r : (0,0) ,-> ( 0,c). Then 
(0,Ca +2 b) +2 c) - C0,0)
N m (0,0)y 
(0,a +2 ( b +2 c )) . 
The second result follows from (6). In particular, for 
every a,beS (a +2 b)
1 m T(0,0,a +2 b ) m 
- T(0;0,a) +3̂  (Ofi +2 b)
? 1« aP<1 +-_ (0?1 +2 b ) ^ . Since 
for each y,a,b£S y +2 (a +2 b)=*(y +2 a) +2 b, we have 
y?< +1 (O^
2 +2 ( a +1 b ) ) * * (y +2 (a +2 b »*« „ 
» ( y +2 a>*» +1 (0»* +2 b>*. (y*+1 (O*
2 +2 a)
?M + 1 
+1(0*« +2 „)*« . 
Setting y • 0 2 , we have 
(0?- + 2 (a +1 b))
?-»- (0P*+2 a)
P' + 1 (0
Pa
 + 2 b)
P* . 
Remark: The group of all translations of a vertically 
transitive plane or(S,T) is Abelian if and only if (s,+1) is 
commutative. 
Now let us introduce two binary operations ••,, •-, by 
virtue of 
T ( m , x , 0 ) » m • yX V m , x c S 
t ( x , m , 0 ) - » x » 2 m V m , x c S 
C o r o l l a r y 4 . 2 : Let C 9 , T ) be a JTR and let trr(BfT)be a 
vertically transitive plane. Then 
( 7 ) V m , x , y € S T ( m , x , y ) = m ^ x + 1 ( 0 ^
2
 + 2 y ) ^ 
t ( x , m , y ) « x »2m + 2 (O^
1
 + 1 y r
 2 
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Proof; Let as set y =r 0 in (6). Then 
T(m,x,c) =r m #^x +i ( r/* +2 c)^
1 for each m,x,c€S. 
Proposition 5; Let (S,T) be a JTR, The projective pla-
ne or(S,T) is a vertically transitive plane if and only if 
(8) (S,+,), (S,+2) are groups 
(9) there exists an isomorphism ® : (S,+2)—>(S,+ . j) such 
that Vm,x,ycS T(m,x,y) =• m *^x +^ Y • 
Proof; I. Let (8), (9) hold for (S,T). Then for each m,x, 
y,c€S T(m,x,y +2 c ) » m • .x +. ( y +2 c) » m ».x +1 ( yM-^C*)-
» (m -jX +1 y*) +i c^« T(m,x,y) +1 c? 
Se t t i ng m - » x » 0 , y * 0 z , we have (0 2 +2 c ) =• 0 + 1 c
T 
thus c ^ s (o** +2 c ) ^ for each ccS the re fo re T(m,x,y +2 c)ssr 
= T(m,x,y) +, ( 0*2 +2 c ) * for each m,x ,y ,c€S. 
II. The second part follows immediately from Corollary 
4.1 and Corollary 4.2. 
Corollary 5.1; Let (S,T) be a JTR such that 
T(0,0#y) =s y for each yfi S. . Then the projective plane 
St (S,T) is a vertically transitive plane if and only if 
(i) (S,+.j) is a group 
til) V m,x,y€S T(m,x,y ) = m • ^x +^ y 
Proof; I. V m,x,y,c€S T(m,x,y +^ c)s m • ^x +± ( y +-̂ 0)* 
» (m »,x +, y) +, c m T(m,x,y) +, c. 
Hence irr(S,T) is a vertically transitive plane. 
II. If JT(S,T) is a vertically transitive plane, then 
by Proposition 5 ( S,+,) is a group and there exists an iso-
morphism <y ; (s,+2)-"^( S,+j) such that T(m,x,y)»m •.x +. y^ 
for each m,x,y€S.This yields then y*-T(0,0,y)-?0 l̂-7*'8* Y** 
for each ycS hence T(m,x,y)« m • x +. y for each m,x,y«S. 
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Corollary 5.2: Let(S,T) be a J7Rand(S,t) its dual. 
Letar(S,T) be a vertically tranaitive plane3 then there 
exists an isomorphism cp:(S,+~)—sV ( S,+1 ) auoh that 
Vm,x,y€S T(m,x,y) ss m •,x +, y y , 
t(x,m,y) » x • m +2 y
9~ , m -,x +1(x*2m )^» 0 
Proof: Since it holds T(m,x,tCx,m,0)) =• O for each m,x e 
€ S, we have m* x +, (x«2 m)^» o. Since it holds T(m,x,tCx, 
m,y))*y for each m,x,ycS, we obtain m •,x +, ( t (x,m,y ))^» y 
thus (t(x,m,y))^s — m*.x +.,y * (x«2m)^ +,y from what you 
say t(x,m,y) s* x #2m +2y^"
4 • 
Definition 3: Let S be a set +,• two binary operations 
on S. (S,+, *) will be called a generalized Cartesian group 
(see [43,p. 620) if S has two distinct elements at least and 
if it holds: 
(10) (S,+) is a group 
(11) V a , b , c e S ; a s f i b . 3 f x 6 S - x a + xb = c 
C12) V a , b , c 6 S ? a 4 - b 3 x € S ax - bx a c 
Propoposition 6: Let C : = (S,+s • ) be a generalized 
Cartesian group and let cp: S — * S be a bisection such that 
0^'« 0. If we define TCC,g>).. ( m,x,y) = m*x + y^ 
for each m,x,yeS then (S,T (£,^)) is a JTR and 
3T C S,T ( (L, ̂  )) is a vertically transitive plane* 
Proof: The proof is straightforward. One has only to 
check (1) ,(2),(3},(J1) ,(J2) ,(8),(9) in turn. 
Proposition 5 and Proposition 6 now imply the next 
Theorem 1: Let (S,T) be a JTR. Then the projective plane 
0T (S,T) is a vertically transitive plane if and only if 
(i ) £: m( s,+-r •, ) is a generalized Cartesian group 
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(ii) there exists a bisection <fz S—*• S suoh that O^ssO, 
T - T ( C, cp> . 
Translation planes: First we give some general remarks. 
Let us investigate a projective plane or =• (P,L) . Let us 
distinguish a line Z . Then by an affine plane sr (Z) we 
shall as usual meat* the restriction of ST to the incidence 
structure (P\X,-CmMmnX)l m 6L \-t£f*i),The points from 
PN Z will be called proper, the points of Z improper or t 
directions. A projective plane or** (P,L) is said to be an 
X-transitive plane if the group of all translations of sr(Z) 
transitively operates on the set of all points of sr(Z) , Let 
u, v be affine lines of sr(Z ) with different directions, 
then the projective plane sr is a Z-transitive plane if and 
only if the group of all translations of sr(Z) transitively 
operates on the lines u, v. 
Proposition 7: Let C--?(S, + , • ) be a generalized 
Cartesian group and Gp : S — * S a bisection suoh that 0**» 0. 
Then the projective plane 3r(S,T ( C, <p )) is a Zcol -
transitive plane if and only if 
(13) Vx,a€S 3 x e S Vm€S 
mx*- 0x*» ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox 
Proof: I. It suffices to prove that tae group of all 
translations transitively operates on proper points of the 
line CO,04 In this case it suffices to show that for each 
line Hal there exists a translation tr such that [Oj as [a]. 
Define a mapping t : (x,y) \—*• ( x," (-0x*+ Ox + y^)^"^ 
a 
with xcS uniquely determined by (13) (see (12)) . Clearly 
If is bijective. Further it is obvious that the image of 
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the line Cxi is the line [ x'J. Let us consider a line 
lm,c] . If (x,y) € Cm,c3 , then T ( C, <£ ) (m,x,y)^ 
mx + y^s c. Hence it is 
# 
T (€,<$>) (m,x; (-0x*+ Ox + y*)*"^) m 
= (mx"- Ox") + Ox + yf m (ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox ) + 
+ Ox + yVm (ma - Oa + 00 - mO) + c 
or equivalent ly (x," (-Ox"+ Ox + y * ) * ) 6 
6 I m,ma - Oa + 00 - mO + c J . If x « x" for some xc S, then 
necessarily a m O therefore *r =rid. This implies *c is a 
a a 
translation. Setting xsO in (13), we obtain mO"- 00"=rma -Oa 
for each me S then 0*-* a hence Co3 * »* Ta3 and consequent-
ly or ( S,T ( C, cp )) is a too} -transitive plane. 
II, Conversely, suppose that 3T ( S,T ( C , g>)) is aCoDj-
transitive plane. First of all, evidently for a» 0 mx - Ox * 
m ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox for each m,xe S. Thus suppose 
a 4- O. For x m 0 we have ma - Oa «• ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox 
for each mc S. Thus suppose x 4" °» Now choose any element 
keS\-C0*f. By (12) there is x' such that 
kx"- Ox"=r ka - Oa + 00 - kO + kx - Ox 
Further let m be a translation for which (0,0) = 
» (a, (-Oa + 00 + o*)*~'f ) . Then 
(0,0),(x, (-kx + kO + 0<*)*-'1) 6 I k,kO + 0^3 , 
(0,0) ,(a, (-Oa + 00 + 0 * ) * ~ ) 6 C 0,00 + 0 * 3 , 
(a (-Oa + 00 + O*)*"* ) , (x," (-Ox"+ Ox - kx + kO + 0 *)**"')£ 
€ [ k,ka - Oa + 00 + O^] 
(x, (-kx + kO + O ^ ) ^ * ) ,(x," (-Ox"+ Ox - kx + kO + 0*)*" )6 
e C 0,0x - kx + kO + 0^3 • 
Thus, (x, ( -kx + kO + 0*)**'*) * s (x," (-Ox"+ Ox - kx + 
+ kO + O*)*' ) hence txl **m tx"3. For m»0 is 
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O as mx*- Ox*=r ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox. 
Thus let berneS^-tO^. Then 
(x, ( -mx + mO + 0<*)*~^)e [ 0,Ox - mx + mO + 0* J , 
(x,* (-Ox*+ Ox - mx + mO + 0 * ) v ~ ) € £o,Ox - mx + mO + 0*1 n 
n C x'l. Thus, (x, (-mO + mO + o*) *"'')'*«' -
« (x ,* ( -Ox *+ Ox - mx + mO + O ** ) **m ) • 
But T ( £, 9 ) ( m,0,0) a mO + 0* ss 
=s T (€,9) ( m,x, (-mx + mO + O**) **" ) and then it follows 
necessarily T ( C,9) f m,a, (-Oa + 00 + 0**)**'') » 
» T ( €,9) f m,x," ( -Ox*+ Ox - mx + mO + 0*)*" ) } hence 
ma - Oa + 00 + 0* «• mx*- Ox*+ Ox - mx + mO + 0 ^ consequent-
ly mx*- Ox a ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox 
Thus Proposition 7 is proved. 
Corollary 7.1.: Let(s, + , • ) be a generalized Cartesian 
group suah that the condition {Id) holds. Then the group 
(S,+) is Abelian. 
Proof; The proof of the preceding corollary depends on 
the obvious fact that the group of all translations of aCopJ-
transitive plane is Abelian. 
Proposition 8; Let <£ m (s, + , • ) be a generalized 
Cartesian group suah that there exists e € S where for each 
x € S e • x » e . O . Further let w: S — p S be a bisec-
tion suah that O^ m 0 . Then the projective plane 
0T(S,T((&yCp)) is a tool -transitive plane if and only if 
(14) V x , a € S 3 x e S V m e S mx*- mx -e ma - mO 
Proof; I. First we note that by (12) for every a c S \-LeJ 
and for every b 6 S there exists exactly one x eS such that 
ax - ex -» b - eO it holds if and only if ax - eO •» b - eO, 
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ax ш b. This implies that for each a*S\«ţ,eJ anđ for each 
b€ S there exists exactly one x e S such that ax •• b. Define 
a mapping tŕ : (x,y) >—ш- ( x,*y) with x ß S uniquely đetermin-
ed by (14). Clearly tíL is a bijective. Further it is obvious a 
that the image of the line CxЗ is the line Гx*l. Let us con-
sider a line Cm,c 1 . If (x,y ) € í m,c 1 , then 
T (C, >) (m,x,y)ш mx + y^ss c. Hence it is 
T ( C , *ўì C m,xГy)-s mx"+ y ** =c ma - mO + mx + y^-řina - mO + c 
or equivalently ( xГy ) в C m,ma - mO + c Д . If x*ш x for some 
x б S then by (14) a ш O, ť • id. This implies tl is a tran-
a a 
slation. Setting x m 0 in (14), we have mO*ш ma for each m€ S 
hence LOД ** ш t a ] and consequently $r (S,T C C
f
^ ) ) 
is a Caol-transitive plaaв. 
II. Let $r(S,T (C,ç )) be a loo} -transitive plane. Set-
ting maвe in (13), we obtain ex*- Ox*-=r ea - Oa + 00 - eO + 
+ ex - Ox then -0x*« -Oa + 00 - Ox hence mx*- 0x*= mx*- Oa + 
+ 00 - Ox -r ma - Oa + 00 - mO + mx - Ox f or each m є S anđ by 
Corollary 7.1 mx's raa - mO ł mx therefore mx*- mx -» ma - mO. 
Theorem 1 and Proposition 7 now imply 
Theorem 2: Let ( S,T) Ъe a JTR. Then the projeotive pla~ 
ne 7ґ ( S,T ) І8 a ÍOOÌ -tranвitive plane if and only if 
(ѓ) C:»(S,+-/% ) І8 a generalized Carteвian group 
(ii) there exiвts a bijeotion <ўi S — > S suoh that 
O ^ ш O , T ш T ( C , < 5 p ) 
(iii) V x , a C S З x e S У m € S 
пм^x—ҳ 0*^L*Ж m ^ a -% O «. a +jO^O«-ҷm«.|0 +,m--,x —* 0 » , x 
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